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Duravit and Sieger Design have combined to completely overhaul how 

a bathroom is seen, interpreting the latest trends in colors, shapes and 

finishings in Happy D.2 Plus, a versatile and complete modern bathroom 

range. The elegance and expressive power of the original Happy D. line 

also runs through Happy D.2 Plus, keeping the classic and unmistakable 

archetypal oval shape, while the addition of rounded edges brings a 

more feminine feel. 

This collection of above-counter basins with precise lines, stand-alone 

consoles with matching tall and semi-tall cabinets, and circular mirrors is 

ideal for unique bathrooms with a clear sense of style. 

The above-counter basins have a narrow, flattened rim that embraces 

the entire unit. The refined new Anthracite color option comes in a 

matt version or a special two-tone contrast option with glossy White 

inside and Anthracite Matt outside. The toilets and bidets can also be 

matched in the White or Anthracite versions. 

Subtly rounded contours, handle-free fronts, thin materials and optional 

internal lighting for the pull-out compartments and drawers on the 

bathroom furniture add contemporary elegance. The addition of small, 

practical racks on the doors of the semi-tall cabinets make keeping 

everything in order child’s play. The eleven finishes cater to almost 

any need, with the Graphite Super Matt also benefiting from a special 

coating to prevent those unwanted smudges and greasy fingerprints. 

The cabinets have six finishes to choose from, opening up almost 

endless combinations. The expressive power of the Happy D.2 Plus 

range is ultimately built on leaving no detail to chance. For example, 

the delightful circular mirrors with all-round lightning strips come in two 

finishes: Radial (graphic-radiating) and Organic (bionic-geometric). The 

mirrors can be further customized by selecting the sensor switch version, 

with a standard dimmer and optional anti-fog system, or the icon control 

technology version in which the icons to operate the standard functions 

are directly on the mirror. The lighting exceeds 300 lux and the light color 

can be adjusted to between 2,700 and 6,500 Kelvin. Where the set of two 

mirrors is chosen, the innovative pre-set wireless technology synchronizes 

all mirror functions. 

The final touch of elegance is found in the bathtubs. These compact 

tubs come in various models - back-to-wall, corner right or left and 

free-standing - and are made from glossy acrylic, with Graphite Super 

Matt with seamless paneling. Despite their compact design, the bathtubs 

are spacious and ergonomic, with an optional hydromassage system for 

those seeking the utmost in relaxation and comfort. 

HAPPY D.2 PLUS

BATHROOM ELEGANCE 
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